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I

started wdtirg this,

The Saturday Review published its
"Second Annual Over- and Under-

rated" lists in its May,/June 1986
issue. Amongst the underrated singers was
Kate Bush.
Damn right.

She appears to be one of Britain's bestkept secrets and the release of her latest
album, Hounds of Love, in September 1985,
has confirmed her stature as one of the most
stimulating @mposers and musicians of our
day.

Kate Bush was born in July 1959 in Kent,
in Southem England. Clearly a muslnlly preco
cious child, she was apparently already com-

posing songs by the age

of 11.

lndeed,

several of her best eady songs were written
while she was still in school.

When she was 16 years old, engineer
Andrew Powell and Dave Gilmour (of Pink
Floyd) conducted a demo session for her
in Air Studio. From that session came a contract with EMI; two years of training in dance,
music, and mime; and the development of
a creative outlook to recording clearly influenced by the sonic concepts of Pink Floyd
(concepts that reached their culmination on
the brilliantly recorded Final Cuty.

Where the training in dance and mime
was concemed, Bush spent some of the time
studying with Lindsay Kemp. Kemp-ac'tor,
mime, dancer, director, and teacher-has a
wide experience in music and theater. He
has performed at the Edinburgh Festival and
it was he who produced David Bowie's Ziggy
Stardust concerts at the Rainbow in London.
As an actor, he appeared in Ken Russell's
lilm, Savage Messiah, and in 1974 he formed
his own performing group. He teaches mime
at the Dance Centre in London.
The experience garnered from this wealth
of background was evident in Kate Bush's
only touring act, which was rich in its visual

effects, and also in her early promotional
videos, which made extensive use of her balletic ability. The songs "Moving" and also,
it seems to me, 'Them Heavy People", refer
The Kick lnside. [Andrew Powell (prod.); John Kelly (eng.).] EMI EMC 3223.

Lionheart. [Andrew Powell (prod.); John Kelly (eng.).] EMI FA 41 3094

1.

Never for Ever. [Kate Bush and John Kelly (producers); John Kelly (eng.).] EMI EMA 794.
The Dreaming. [Kate Bush (prod.); Paul Hardiman (eng.).] EMI EMC 3419.

Hounds of Love. [Kate Bush (prod.); Del Palmer, Haydn Bendall, Brian Tench, Paul Hardiman,
-Nigel
Walker, James Guthrie (engineers).1 EMI KAB 1.

to the hours of rigorous study she underwent.
Dave Gilmour seems to be another strong

influence on the singer's work. Gilmour
replaced Syd Barrett as lead guitar with the
Pink Floyd in 1968. The group has been

an innovative one, not the least for

its
was the

spectacularly visual road shows (it
first British band to use a light show in its
act) but also for its development of dramatic
sound in its concept albums. ln addition to
the effects seen in Bush's spectacular road

show, Gilmour's influence has surely manifested itself in her increasing concern with
the development of a distinctive and creative

of her albums. This
entails the use of a variety of sound effects
wov€n into, and between, the fabric of the
songs and the creative and purposeful use
of multi-tracking.
soundscape within each

Kate Bush, in shoil, has shown herself

to be a master of the recording studio

and
a visionary where the exploration of the potential of recorded sound is concerned. Unfoftunately, she has never been able to achieve

the sonic splendor of the recording qualrty
that is a hallmark of at least three of the
Pink Floyd albums; having to make do with
engineering that, though for the most part
competent, is not of

a

quality equal

to

her

vision.

As for EMl, the contract with that company led to the release two years later, in
February '1978, of her first album The Kck
lnside. This was preceded by a single taken
lrom it, "Wuthering Heights", which topped
the charts in the UK for four weeks.
It was a remarkable debut, for here was
an already mature artist concemed equally
with the creative use of the recording medium
(the quasi-whale sound at the start of "Saxophone Song" and the brief instrumental or
sonic atmospheric setting at the start of so
many of the cuts) as she was with the con-

tent. The actual sound quality may be ro
more than workmanlike, but the talking voice

at the side in "James and the Cold

Gun"

presaged the full flowering of the creative
sound world that culminated in The Ninth
Wave cycle.
Musically, the styte @vers a wide range:
up{empo, extrovefied numbers like "Big Sky";
songs that juxtapose raw-belt and soft-voiced
ballad ("Night of the Swallow"); unashamedly,
yet complex-toned, romantic ballads ("All the
Love"), some of which are heartbreaking in

their simplicity, yet always with a twist in
both words and music that flips open yet
another level of meaning (as in the haunting

and lovely "Houdini", which seems a simple
love songr-omplete with background strings

kissing and teasing until

"With

-about
your
spit still on my li5you hit the water");
and those stylistically complex, many-layered
masterpieces like "The Dreaming" and each
one of the songs that make up the Ninfh
Wave sequence. Through it all runs a thread

of exotic Celticisnr-a tinge of the lrish flavored with hints of a Middle Eastern sound.

Bush's voice is distinctive, varying in a
controlled manner between a chest-belt and
a littlegirl-sweet head-voice. Her singing ls
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far from haphazard, and she uses the timbral
quality of her voice to set the vocal atmosphere for each song. Her intonation is superb, and her diction is of the utmost clarity.
As for the content, here again the con-

but also the enduring nature of love,

sick-

ness, death, beauty, and wit.

Sonically, this

is a more

adventurous

record, and also one of

a higher quality. The
use of the soundstage is good, and there

is some representation of depth. The imaging
is excellent. The orchestration is colorful, with
a freer use of overlaid tracks; and in a song

like "Egypt", w8 first hear the long
ages. Some of her particular concems will
become evident below, but the lyric thread
somehow complements that Celtic musical

instru-

mental and sonic postlude that was later used
to such effect in The Hound of Heaven.
Here is an immediately maturer voice that
opens with the unforgettable, catchy, foot-tap

"Wuthering

ping "Babooshka". There is more rhythmic
variety, both between songs and within them,
than there was on the first two albums. What
fancy dreamed up the
a forerunner of "Jig of
("Paganini, up on the

tour were the Aboriginat song 'frxao* [?:
on the album of the same name, and the

old Nicky") and its driven, stringy sounGfollowed without a break by the intimate and

thread: a joy in word-play that
of Kate Bush's art.

is so much
the release

the year of

d
it
1
o

Stage" which appeared,
g 1979 only in Australia.
year of her appearance
Live, dunng which she
sang "Them Heavy People" and "The Man
with the Child in His Eyes" and was ac@mpanied, my negative tele-adict informs me,
by Paul Shatfer before he had ever heard
of David Letterman.
As if this werent enough for one year,
Bush's second album, Lionheaft, was issued
in December 1978. Here is another mixture
of closely observed social @mment, word
R!ay, anO a delight in the sound of the lyrics

dance with Nero and

wlnerable "The lnfant Kiss"?

Who else would use

record?

set.

rock

Once

;.[,'i3

19:
abr

The tone is mostty laid-bac*, for this contains
simpler, more straightforward ballads, with a

wort. Her new engineer, Paul Hardiman, does

.

Pin". There are shades of Laurie Anderson
in the distorted vocals in The Dreaming with
its echoes ol Big Sciene in terms of sound

less sophisticated use of the vocal timbre.
There is, though, the lovely litile cabaret
song, "C,offee Homeground", and the striking,
endof-thg-affair "Hammer Honor". But Bush
is.still hampered by the same recording team,
who appear to neither know nor caie that
her art could be better served with better
sound quality.
The lady herself seemed to feel that only
in asserting complete control over her materiat

Choice

And how many others would have risked

("Kashka from Baghdad lives in sin, they say,')
as well as in their musical potential.

But this is the quiet album of the

a viol on a

Critic's

(which, incidentally, includes a bull roarcr a
la @noboree) as well as of subject matter.

il MAGNEPAN
1645 gth Street
White Bear Lake, MN 55110

ln terms of content, The Dreaming ex-

own producer. Thus, presumably, she must
have been working more closely with her
engineer (still John Kelly).
Her subject is life; the small incidents and
the large issues: the transient experiences
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pands Kate Bush's horizons to include urban
warfare and insurrection in "pull Out the pin,'.
All this is fleshed out with a vivid and evoce that ranges from
to quiet, evocative,
y the influence of

Magneplanar' MG-llla

Gilmour and Pink Floyd here blossoms. But

the album cuts. The different choices in musi.
cal content often shift the intellectual impact
of the songs, not always to their benefit. Thus
the version of "Cloudbursting" on the 12-inch
single is more imaginative, but at the same
time it lacks the alluring ambivalence of the
album version. lt is happier and bouncier than
on the album, and intellectually less complex

the result is distinctly Bush's own.

Each song is a complete sonic, musical,

and poetic portrait. The importance of the
subsequent Nrnth Wave was to string this
kind of vision into a coherent sequence of

songs. There are also hints of humor here:
the allusions to Keystone Cops or early Ealing comedies (There Goes a Tenne). Even
so, this is music with a tough center, songs

and less challenging.

Another Vpe of variant is to be heard
in the 12-inch instrumental of "Running up

e surface ("Leave
nd the walls ("Get

and percussion effects provide not a little compensation.
The 12-inch singles also enhance the perception of the album in that they contain not
only alternative versions of the cuts, but they

also contain a number of additional songs
that provide insight into Kate Bush's concerns
and also, more importantly, into the sort of
material she rejected-rightly, I feel--from the
album. "My Cayan Love", for example, is
a straight solo for voice and electronic reverb.
This lrish-flavored song reinforces the important influence on her work of the genre,
as do "My Handsome Cabin Boy" and the
attractive ballad "Under the lvy", which back
the other singles.
These 12-inch, 45-rpm discs are sonically
crisper, with a wider ambience and greater
clarity of the musical strands than is to be

taken up by the song cycle, The Ninth Wave.
From the achingly beautiful "And Dream
of Sheep"-in which the singer floats among
the waves in the sea-to the chilling vision

of "Under lce"-the body crying out from its
lrozen capitivity under the ic*this rycle of
linked songs describes the joumey of the
drowning soul; a journey that ends floating
free (like Meister Eckhart, or the vision in

heard on the album.

But, oh! that an artist of this caliber and
aural imagination is not able to give herself
the sort of sound quality that Gilmour.could
have taught her about-hear it on his Dark
Side of the Moon, or-to change groups-on
Love Over Gold. Even so, there is enough
here to enable us to enjoy an extraordinary

Kepler's dream) among the stars.
Sonically, the work is an imaginative tour
de force; complete soundscape of calls
and counter calls; of overlapped melodies and
well-judged sound effects. That sonic construction is clever, ranging from the sim-

a

plest-voice lightly accompanied-to

WITI{ TI{E

that Hill". Shorn of its lyrics, one would never
guess how interesting the song really is on
the album, though here you can actually hear
Paddy Bush's balalaika, and the great drum

The culmination, for the moment, of this
creative development was the release in
December 1985 of Hounds of Love. Side
One of the album consists of a series of
songs in which madness (more explicit this
time in "Mother Stands for Comfort") and
the complexities of love are major themes
expressed with a stunning virtuosic sonic and
musical command. There is also the uniquely
haunting "Cloudbursting", which twists and
turns in the corners of the mind long after
the stylus has left the groove. But even this
does not prepare the listener for the extraordinary achievement of Side Two, which is

the

complexity of "Jig of Life" with its violin, bass,
whistles, drums, bouzouki, bodhran, pipes,
dijeridu, vocals, and naration.
That sound is very much an electronically
processed one: multi-tracked and multi-layered, with imaging that varies from excellent
to diffuse. But the imaginative intent is, at
least to me, ovenruhelming.
There is surprisingly little ditference among
the CD, LP, and cassette versions of this
release. Though the CD is slightly sharper,
clearer, and that digital coldness and crispness helps counteract the tinge of smearing
that is to be heard on the LP.
Most of the songs on the album have
been issued as l2-inch singles and they vary
noticeably, in both content and sound, from
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talent at work.

As The Saturday Review noted,

"Kate

Bush: the one singer on two continents who
most deserves a wider audience".
lndeed.

And The Ninth Wave is, both musically
and sonically, one of the most important song
cycles of our time.
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